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Executive Summary

In the past decade, European countries and companies—Germany and German companies, in particular—have been working to gain a competitive advantage in manufacturing by integrating the latest robots and related technologies into their manufacturing processes. For example, collaborative robots (cobots) that can work more directly with workers—rather than being separated by cages for safety reasons—offer a possible means to improve productivity without significantly lowering employment. However, the success and extent of efforts to update European factories have been relatively halting and uneven for a variety of reasons.

First, using these new technologies requires a significant rethinking about the nature and use of robots, as well as the clearing of technical and economic hurdles. Traditional industrial robotics technologies have primarily been used for highly repetitive manufacturing tasks that are not typically modified throughout the lifespan of a manufacturing line, and that can be performed reliably without human intervention. This is, in part, because traditional industrial robots are relatively inflexible, requiring extensive design and programming effort for integration into manufacturing lines. Integrators, which are companies that perform this integration process, are often required in order to make even small updates to manufacturing lines, resulting in technology integration processes that can be time- and capital-intensive. Also, robot programming interfaces and communication protocols are not currently standardized, and this—along with robot hardware and specifications that differ between companies—adds to the integration challenges. Each different system requires different knowledge and expertise for use in conjunction with other technologies. Thus, industrial robots are often only economically viable for high-volume production that takes place in large manufacturing firms, and
make less economic sense for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) that focus on high-variety, low-volume production.

Second, the latest technology itself still may have limitations. Lightweight or collaborative robots (cobot) can be too slow or payload-limited to make sense for some industrial applications. Robot programming interfaces are also often difficult to use and require extensive programming knowledge, which limits the ability of line workers to easily repurpose robots for improving efficiency or to meet changing demands in manufacturing processes. Also, new and emerging technologies and software still cannot accomplish some key tasks. For example, robots are still far less capable than humans in operations that involve gripping objects, such as bin-picking processes, and the sensing systems that robots use to perceive the environment around them are still limited in the robustness they can achieve in factory settings. In other ways, the newest technologies may offer too much capability. They provide reams of information but extracting meaningful information from the large amounts of data that can be collected, and demonstrating tangible benefit from collecting such data, is another challenge that has limited the investment and use of the Internet-of-Things (IoT) and cloud systems.

Interestingly, worker resistance has not seemed to play a big role in slowing adoption of new technologies, partly because of worker protections in Europe that limit layoffs and partly because the top companies have recognized that involving workers in decisions on how to redesign manufacturing lines results in both better technical decisions (drawing on the workers’ knowledge) and greater acceptance of new technology.

In this report, we detail findings from our interviews with robot manufacturers, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) using robotics technologies, and industrial research institutions in Europe. We expand on the above points and provide recommendations for future areas of focus for industrial robotics.

Introduction

The field of industrial robotics encompasses the study, design, and use of robot systems for manufacturing and how to integrate them into production lines. The field has been undergoing steady advancements in the past few decades. However, in recent years, Industry 4.0—a megatrend aimed at transforming automation—has promised to catalyze significant changes in the capabilities and design of industrial robotics.

Termed the fourth industrial revolution, Industry 4.0 can influence value and supply chains for many industries by providing a framework for digitizing manufacturing and fusing new and traditional technologies.

Banking on emerging technologies and pushed ahead by breakthroughs in information technology and smart communication, it promises to give rise to what researchers refer to as “the smart factory”—a factory that would combine physical and virtual infrastructures, and seamlessly employ collaborative
robotics, smart computing, and digital networking using the Internet of Things (IoT) and big data to create intelligent value chains and optimize production.

We investigated the extent to which the robotics ecosystem has been transformed by Industry 4.0. In this report, we share the industry insights we gleaned and describe the challenges involved in moving toward Industry 4.0. We then provide research recommendations and a comprehensive overview of what lies ahead.

WHAT ARE INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS?

Industrial robots are—according to the International Federation of Robotics—“automatically controlled, reprogrammable multipurpose manipulators programmable in three or more axes,” where axes refer to the number of moveable joints. They are designed to handle specific automation applications within manufacturing companies, such as picking and placing objects; assembling and packaging; ironing, cutting, or welding; and product inspection, among others. These robots have traditionally been programmed to meet the specific needs of factories or companies that deploy them. Many of them are tailored to perform “dull, dirty, or dangerous” actions in lieu of a human worker.

Classic industrial robots are large, bulky automated machines that typically perform repeatable, routine chores inside a cage. In recent years, collaborative robots, which in industrial contexts are designed to safely interact with human workers in factory environments without the need for enclosures, have begun to emerge as potentially more lightweight, algorithmically capable, and affordable robotic solutions.

Collaborative robots can be equipped with sensors or other advanced visual technology for detecting humans. Ideally, they can be reprogrammed to perform new tasks and services. They are typically robotic arms. While collaborative robots are not as widespread as the classic variety, these new and versatile systems promise to revolutionize business by allowing small companies to adopt automation at a lower cost.

INDUSTRY 4.0: A STRATEGIC PUSH FOR ADVANCED MANUFACTURING

In 2011, the German government coined the term “Industry 4.0” to describe a strategic vision for the advancement of manufacturing. The vision is to improve manufacturing by bridging digital and physical systems, and connecting classic and state-of-the-art technologies, products, and services in industrial environments. Industry 4.0 hinges on digitalization and communication, promoting an interconnected factory that can leverage real-time analytics of collected data to optimize production.

The framework and strategy, which first emerged as a result of the German government’s acknowledgment of and reaction to the digitalization of manufacturing, aimed to spark a breakthrough in manufacturing innovation. With the hope that it could serve as an economic and technological driver for improving and streamlining the digitalization of manufacturing globally, Industry 4.0 was quickly adopted by other European countries and internationally.
Germany led the charge with many German organizations partnering with those in developed and developing countries to ensure mutual readiness and a smooth transition toward Industry 4.0. This created a push for the development of technologies that could further empower cyber-physical systems (CPS).

CPS are physical and engineered processes within a manufacturing operation that are monitored, coordinated, controlled, and integrated via a connected web of computer-based algorithms, communication, and networking technologies. These systems are typically in “intensive connection with the surrounding physical world and its ongoing processes, providing and using, at the same time, data-accessing and data-processing services available on the internet.”

CPS were and remain crucial to the implementation of Industry 4.0 since they are believed to lead to a higher level of operational efficiency, productivity, and interconnectedness within factories, resulting in increased production and, in turn, overall economic growth. Central to the framework that Germany created, and to CPS, are robotics and cutting-edge Internet of Things (IoT)-based connective technologies.

Study Aims

In this brief, we showcase reflections and insights from key European robotics companies and other related organizations in Germany, France, and Italy. Our selection included robotics manufacturers and integrators, original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) that use robotics technologies for manufacturing, and applied industrial research institutions, which are invested in research related to new technologies that are central to Industry 4.0 and which we interviewed as part of our research.

We looked at what questions manufacturers grappled with; what emerging technologies they experimented with; the different forms of interaction that they adopted, or were hoping to adopt, to make their robots more flexible and mobile; the extent to which collaboration between human and machine workers has been feasible in their factory and research environments; and, finally, what some of their requirements for application of certain advanced technologies and scenarios were.

The main aim of our research was to take a step back and survey state-of-the-art industrial and collaborative robotics as well as IoT-based connective technologies in use in these companies in order to evaluate the extent to which the use of these technologies has evolved over the last 10 years (since the introduction of Industry 4.0), what the primary drivers of innovations were, what bottlenecks companies faced in introducing new technologies, and what challenges and next directions companies are considering for the future.

We explored many facets of these topics: What drove shifts toward automation? What are some of the measurable improvements in productivity, efficiency, or quality that resulted from these shifts? What are some of the metrics that these companies used to evaluate the value of robotics integration? What are some of the greatest challenges they’ve faced, and how did they adapt certain technologies
to meet their requirements? What are some of the unresolved problems regarding robotics integration, and how can the robotics industry and researchers work in partnership to solve them?

Additionally, we investigated the process of introducing robotics and related technologies—such as safety systems, sensing and perception mechanisms, deep learning, virtual and augmented reality, and cloud computing—into manufacturing processes and production lines. We also asked the companies about their initial expectations, lingering concerns, obstacles faced when integrating robotics systems and optimizing production, and some immediate future technological avenues they are exploring in robotics and IoT. One primary concern shared by many companies related to the high costs of integration of robotics technologies into manufacturing lines, even as the prices of the robots themselves are coming down. Companies expressed concerns about both the time and financial resources required for the integration process.

We also analyzed the impact of standardization, or the lack thereof, on the willingness of companies to adopt certain technologies. Standardization is the process of ensuring that both hardware and software used in an industry conform to a set of guidelines. Standards ensure consistency, uniformity, safety, interoperability, and compatibility across operations. Technology is always evolving. But we observed that the lack of design and security standards, for instance, have prevented many companies from fully experiencing the benefits of many new technologies or from justifying the risks of investment. The absence of unified programming languages, interfaces, or communication protocols for the hardware was a related challenge.

Interconnectivity of technologies made possible by IoT and cloud systems is still very limited, and bottlenecks related to sensing, perception, vision technologies, and gripping technologies still exist. Further, better data infrastructures and data-handling processes are needed in order to realize the full potential of the data collected via IoT-based technologies. This and other factors seemed to be critical to the adoption of automation.

The following pages detail some key insights from our research at greater length, interviews with industry players, and visits to manufacturing companies. Our full research, including methodology, observations, and proposals, can be read in our forthcoming paper to be published in Foundations and Trends in Robotics.

EVOLUTION OF ROBOTICS AND INDUSTRY

Today, numerous industries rely on robots and automation in manufacturing facilities. As the robots and the technologies managing their operation evolve, challenges arise in how to make robots safer, more adaptable, easier to use by less skilled workers, more responsive to the environment and the workers around them, more plugged into production cycles, and better integrated within manufacturing lines.

Advances and new inventions in this field are being made constantly, and many manufacturers hope to simplify, streamline, and reduce the costs of introducing automation and new robotic systems to both existing and new infrastructures. Aside from advancements in communication and information
technologies that connect robots to the surrounding environment and to each other, researchers have been hard at work overcoming robots' limitations of function, speed, mobility, and flexibility. But for industries to be able to absorb current, evolving, and future technologies—be it a lightweight robot arm or an automated guided vehicle—and weave them into bigger operations, the process must be smooth, economically viable, and cost-effective. The robot itself, and its functionality, is only one factor in this complex ecosystem.

THE PRICE OF INTEGRATION

Integration, in an industrial robotics context, is the process of introducing and merging robotics—hardware, peripherals, software, and supporting technology—into a production or manufacturing line to automate it. When companies decide to integrate robots into their manufacturing lines, they often have the goal of optimizing performance, saving money and time, and improving the quality of products.

In its simplest form, integration is the process of installing a robotic arm on a manufacturing line. The integration process involves programming the robot to perform a particular task, in response to external signaling mechanisms (e.g., a programmable logic controller (PLC), or a sensor detecting a part). In more advanced scenarios, integration can involve setting up multiple robots on a production line for a complex task, which can require multiple robots to act in concert with others on a large product (e.g., on the “body in white” process in automotive manufacturing). Many companies currently rely on external integrators, many of which are large robot manufacturers, to integrate automation and design workcells, which often include cages around the robots that define the parameters of their workspace.

While robot hardware has become significantly cheaper, the cost of the robot is a small fraction of the overall price tag of introducing automation to a manufacturing line. One large company, a well-known integrator of robotic and collaborative systems, put it simply: Robots are now inexpensive, but integration is not. Indeed, the integration process can be long, arduous, and expensive. There are the integrators who design the workcells and the engineers with extensive programming skills, which are required in order to make the robot perform the desired functions. Even small changes to a manufacturing line can require calling upon the integrators to redesign and repurpose robot workcells to meet the specifications of new tasks.

Both preliminary and maintenance costs can make integration of robotics prohibitively expensive for small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Therefore, robots that can be reconfigured, reprogrammed, and retasked are an added benefit to companies, so that their robots are reusable over time for different manufacturing processes and on different manufacturing lines.

Based on our extensive interviews and research, it is clear that companies are particularly concerned about integration costs as well as return on investment when deciding whether to purchase capital-intensive new technologies. Many companies cited the high costs of integration as a barrier to
automation deployment. On the one hand, big manufacturers, employing large industrial robots, can get weighed down by attempting to integrate existing 15- to 20-year-old technologies and infrastructures with new and innovative robotics technologies on the same manufacturing line. On the other hand, SMEs, with production processes that run at a smaller scale, often find integration costs to be prohibitive or unjustifiable due to their smaller production lot sizes. This is because robots in the manufacturing context are currently primarily programmed to do specific tasks, and any change in the assembly process often requires reprogramming the robots or even an overhaul of the integrated manufacturing line.

Beyond these specific concerns about integration costs, decisions about whether to embrace automation predictably boiled down to other economic factors, such as the costs related to hardware acquisition and the time invested in setting up robots, transportation, programming, and taxes. In Europe, strong labor laws mitigating the risk of workers’ displacement (where aging workers face a higher risk) because of automation also play a part. However, a number of companies we spoke with mentioned that they are experiencing labor shortages and are trying to develop new ways to automate, especially as a wave of retirement within their aging workforce is at hand. An aging workforce has also called focus on ergonomic needs, as more assistive forms of automation can reduce the risk of injuries from tasks that are routine and physically demanding.

While a number of companies mentioned that labor displacement calculations still play a role in their decision to automate, a few indicated that this metric is outdated, especially with the emergence of collaborative systems. Ergonomics, quality control, and reducing real estate occupied by robots were also important considerations for many of them, although perhaps secondary to cost calculation.

In deciding what to automate and how to integrate automated solutions, companies largely adopted one of two approaches: “top-down” approaches that favor fitting tasks to their existing automation capabilities, and “bottom-up” approaches that are open to innovation and the adoption of emerging automation capabilities to meet their industrial requirements. The latter enabled the adoption of more new technologies in recent years, and companies employing that strategy were generally more inventive and more creative in adapting these technologies to their needs.

The success and efficiency of a bottom-up approach seems to be tied to better integration with line workers, who typically have deeper knowledge of manufacturing processes and can judge the potential for innovation. With this approach, the line workers take a lead in identifying problems and challenges, pinpointing where the inefficiencies are and how tech can come in and provide a solution.

The top-down approach appeared to be outdated, since it entailed fixed assumptions about the role of technology in manufacturing tasks (e.g., robots placing parts with high precision in caged workcells, away from human workers). Employing a top-down approach can lead to missing the point of a new technology or failing to exploit its potential altogether. An example of this might include using a collaborative robot to perform a high-precision task behind a cage and away from human workers,
while it can actually be used to work in closer proximity to humans and perform a wider variety of tasks.

Under either approach, manufacturing companies seemed particularly interested in adopting robotics technologies that have intuitive interfaces. Such interfaces can improve flexibility and decrease integration costs (specifically for complex or nonrepetitive tasks). This type of technology integration allows line workers who lack engineering or advanced programming expertise to operate or reprogram the machines.

THE VALUE OF WORKERS

Many of the companies we interviewed emphasized the importance of the roles and capacities of seasoned line workers who well know their production processes, including how these processes might be improved. Workers’ perspective and voice appeared to be critical to the process of incorporating automation and collaborative robotics primarily across companies employing bottom-up mindsets, regardless of size. These companies largely focused on how to leverage the creativity of workers in conjunction with the use of new technologies instead of attempting to replace workers with these new technologies.

Several companies said they did not see a future where workers with deep knowledge of manufacturing processes were not part of the equation. A manufacturer specifically stated that “innovation stops with lights out factories.” Another created a “Robot Experience Center (REC)” on the factory floor to allow engineers to work right next to manufacturing lines, where they could quickly communicate with line workers who had ideas about how to repurpose robots for different tasks.

An applied research institution that develops state-of-the-art technologies for industrial and service robots, and which interacts with several industry partners, reported that the “most impressive robot solutions” they had seen were those where factory workers were involved in commissioning a robotic solution through a co-creation process. In addition to the worker voice being critical to manufacturing innovation, some tasks such as moving materials between workcells, or cleaning machines, are more cost-effective when performed by humans.

Not involving workers in the technological design and integration process came with other drawbacks, too. In some companies, where line workers were not central to the introduction of new robotics solutions, workers often distrusted or disliked the robots. Additionally, companies noted that workers expressed fears that introducing new technologies would negatively impact workers’ dynamics and social interactions, as well as lead to worker discomfort when working on a fast manufacturing line, or general discomfort related to the changes brought by the robot’s presence.

Some workers were reportedly wary of their mistakes being tracked by sensor data from robotic systems, while others were thrown off by the pace that a robot-powered manufacturing line set. This is not uncommon; general distrust of robots was reported in several studies, including one that found that
workers were likely to blame robots for workplace accidents if they were not personally operating and supervising the robot.

In addition to relying on workers’ expertise, some companies, such as a small manufacturer of lightweight robotic arms with a focus on innovative cloud technology and robot teaching methods, said that working with their clients, who are experts in their fields, is a critical piece of the technology development process. The small manufacturer of robots innovated “an app store for robots” open to both their industrial customers and the research community, a collaborative space where users could develop and share solutions specific to different tasks. Their aim was to enable rapid sharing of robotic solutions between the research community as well as companies working in similar fields, leading to more generalizable solutions.

**COLLABORATIVE ROBOTICS AND INCREASED ACCESS TO ROBOTS**

Introducing collaborative robotics, and related technologies, has the potential to improve human-robot cooperation and expand automation to improve production. One large OEM that we interviewed seemed keen on finding a delicate balance between maintaining standard industrial arms in proven-out parts of the operation and using state-of-the-art safe robotic arms for better and faster prototyping of automation solutions nearby assembly lines. Their goal was to be able to quickly integrate these solutions into their assembly processes once they were tested and proven to be of economic value.

Beyond production line optimization for big companies, the cheaper, lightweight, and easier-to-program robotic systems can also make robots more accessible to a broader range of companies and users. Classic industrial robots are, in large part, economically valuable to huge manufacturing enterprises whose processes involve repetitive tasks and production of large quantities of a single item, and in which a robot focuses on a single task and is usually difficult to repurpose. For economic reasons, large companies can justify investment in such machinery. They also have access to many engineers. SMEs, however, do not often have such capital or internal competence.

Emerging advancements in robotics, coupled with a push toward hardware and software standards, ease of programming, and more flexibility in robotics, could improve access to robots for manufacturing across the board, thus streamlining automation. One large robotics company noted that ease-of-use has the potential to dramatically change the landscape of collaborative robotics, since SMEs, if they can use the technology without relying on integrators or extensive internal programming expertise, will likely drive the market.

Closely tied to the idea of increasing access to robots is the idea of “programming the task and not the robot.” Four different robotic manufacturers, ranging from large to small, discussed the idea of “empowering robots by empowering the people working with them” through easier-to-program robotic systems. These systems would enable workers to directly reprogram and repurpose robots to do new tasks that meet changing production needs without requiring the workers to have extensive
programming expertise. Ease of programming allows for rapid integration and reintegration of robots and, in turn, quick repurposing—a goal that both manufacturers and the research community can work toward.

OTHER PROMINENT CONSIDERATIONS

Safety and standardization of new technologies were other issues that companies grappled with. The companies we talked to were additionally very interested in more robust security, improved sensing, more flexible technologies that are easily adaptable and reusable, and hardware that can communicate with a number of different cloud platforms.

Companies also highlighted the need for extensive reliability when introducing a new technology. Anomalies and variations (e.g., in lighting, which can affect robot perception) can bring the entire production to a stop. “The production world is so optimized that every minute that a robot is not moving is money out the window,” a large manufacturer said. “This limits the uptake of emerging technologies within the manufacturing industry: While the technology itself is desirable, the longevity and robustness of that technology are unclear.” We will expand on all these concerns in the following section, as we introduce the specific technologies that the companies discussed or had integrated.

While we do not make any policy recommendations in this brief, we would like to underline open questions about the technologies and hardware in use as well as highlight key research directions for the robotics community. We discuss how improving certain aspects of robotics and IoT-based technologies in industrial environments can enable faster integration and repurposing of these technologies in manufacturing lines as well as enhance connectivity between technologies in IoT-based systems.

We also demonstrate how efforts toward increased standardization of robotics technologies and technology development could be needed to increase flexibility and, in turn, encourage and incentivize the wide adoption and implementation of both factory-wide connectivity of automation and individual emerging robotics technologies.

DISCUSSION: FACTORY INFRASTRUCTURES AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

The roles of both machines and humans in manufacturing have been evolving over the past decade—with emerging evidence in the research setting suggesting that collaboration yields better results and smoother operations than with human workers and robots acting independently, or compared to “lights out” fully automated factories. Collaborative robots, which are designed to interact with humans in a shared space and close proximity, typically without safety fences, form the vision of an “ideal” future factory where robots and humans need not work in separation.

Furthermore, if widely adopted, IoT-based technologies are hoped to drive innovation to the next level by incorporating advanced computing and smart, reliable connectivity to connect products and services. For example, manufacturing tools and robots across an entire production line could
communicate status information to a central database, which could then communicate commands back to each component, optimizing and adjusting production processes between all components in the line. Ideally, and because of IoT, robotics technologies will be able to talk to each other and the infrastructure surrounding them, further empowering collaborative robots, which can potentially transform classic production lines through assisting workers.

Industrial robots, which are widely used in managing supply and production chains, are autonomous machines that can take actions in the real world; they are robots that can rotate and move in different directions, and along several axes. They typically operate for long periods of time—up to 16,000 hours, with some products able to last for 80,000 hours—without failure. Industrial robotic arms, in particular, can last up to seven years. As previously mentioned, industrial robots are usually used by large and medium-sized companies. Industrial robots are typically larger and more expensive than new, lightweight collaborative robots, such as lightweight robot arms, which are smaller, more mobile, easier to integrate, and better able to adapt to different tasks through easier interfaces and programming.

Lighter, collaborative robots—current limitations notwithstanding—are cheaper, can move between tasks with more flexibility, and are generally more accessible. Most importantly, because of their capacity for reuse and repurposing, they are easier to integrate into manufacturing lines. Although they come with reduced payload capacities, the enhanced safety factor, the ease of use and programming, as well as the lower expenses attached to integration make lightweight the perfect vehicle for widening their use across different companies, large and small.

Figure 1. An automated robotic arm inside a factory workcell. The robot is within a cage to ensure the safety of humans in the vicinity.

In our interviews, we were curious about how the companies—already invested in the development and integration of industrial robots—are receptive to new technologies that promote collaborative environments and IoT-style integration.

As we noted earlier, innovation in industrial robotics has followed different approaches. Some companies used collaborative robots in outdated ways, as they would have used classical industrial robots, while others chose to pivot and innovate; the two directions resulted in completely different experiences of emerging technology integration for these companies, which we will showcase as we expand on the technologies. Many of the established companies we interviewed valued systems that were less likely to disrupt existing infrastructures or require a complete overhaul of old hardware.

The following are some of the emerging technologies that small and medium manufacturers, as well as larger, more established companies, we interviewed have worked with or adopted within their factories, and how they engaged with some of the technical, design, and economic challenges that were attached with these technologies.

**Safety systems** are crucial to robots designed to work with or operate within a safe distance from human workers. Traditionally, cages around production cells where industrial robots operate have defined safety parameters to ensure that a human worker is not inadvertently harmed. But that means that a factory’s real estate is used up by large cells to offer this kind of protection. New safety systems, such as passive systems that detect humans on contact, and active systems that use sensors to detect humans and avoid collisions with them, can remove the need for cages altogether and free up space that can be utilized for other operations.

Some passive systems include skin sensors that trigger a stop when a robot collides with a human or an object within the environment. Some active systems involve the integration of sensors such as light or laser curtains that force a robot to power down if a human crosses them, or proximity sensors inside the cage where the robot operates to detect where a human is in relation to the robot, or capacitive skins that shroud the robot itself with a sensory film that identifies electrical field changes within a short range around the robot.

Irrespective of the safety system used, collaborative workcells typically require conformance to safety standards that limit a robot’s overall velocity and the force with which a robot may interact with a person. As speeds are affected, companies debated whether there is enough benefit from applying these technologies to create shared workspaces and collaborative systems.

“Collaborative robotics is slow-motion robotics,” commented one of the companies, a large OEM manufacturer producing a wide range of consumer products. The same company implied that reduced speed is a limitation that can needlessly complicate operations, while still acknowledging that the mindset regarding collaborative robots is changing, and that situations exist where robots are designed to assist human workers, improving their productivity rather than directly replacing them.
Traditional approaches, such as speed and payload limitations, are less applicable with new and emerging safety systems. For instance, smaller, payload-limited arms, conforming to safety standards, can have a limit on the amount of force they can apply. Alternative, emerging approaches to safety, however, focus on improving the design of the robotic arm itself to avoid collision with a human altogether. That’s why more work geared toward improving relevant safety standards for collaborative robots is important.

**Figure 2.** An illustration of a safety light curtain, a fail-safe active safety system surrounding large robotic arms.


**Collaborative and lightweight arms** are examples of industrial robots around which human workers can safely operate.

Lightweight arms are small robotic arms that typically handle small payloads. Collaborative arms are arms that are designed to work in the vicinity of humans. The safety standards limiting speed and payload have meant that many collaborative arms so far have also been lightweight. Since lightweight arms are often slower, they are less likely to injure humans who bump into them given that the robot’s task is also safe.
Lightweight robotic arms often implement compliance, which we discuss next. Compliance is a passive way to detect collisions, which allows the arm to deflect when encountering an unexpected obstacle. For example, if a compliant robot collides with a human, it will detect the collision and reduce the force it is applying, thereby reducing the potential for injury. Compliance is a reasonable approach to safety in this case, whereas it might not be with very large or very fast robots, which might injure a human upon the initial collision. The torque sensors within compliant robots allow them to react to the forces encountered in a manufacturing process, enabling them to perform tasks not amenable to a conventional robot. For example, a traditional robot cannot place bolts without damaging the workpiece, or without precise localization of the bolt and the bolt hole. A compliant arm is capable of accomplishing this task by adjusting its motion based on encountered forces during placement.

While lightweight or collaborative robots ideally free up space by eliminating the need for cages, their limited payload decreases their appeal. Since, for the most part, robots are not yet used in operations in which they can directly collaborate on the same workpiece as a human, some companies still prefer cages in lieu of collaborative systems because cages also stop humans from disrupting or slowing down the robot.

In addition, a large manufacturer noted that it’s not only the robot that must be considered safe for human workers to interact with or work around, but the full system. Some tasks that robots perform, such as moving objects with sharp edges, are dangerous. In fact, many robots are designed to be used for tasks that are not safe for humans at all. This automatically limits the degree of collaboration between human workers and robotic workers and informs the design and scope of applied safety systems. One large robot manufacturer commented that “a robot is only as safe as the task it is performing.”

Some collaborative scenarios—where the tasks that the robots performed were considered safe—were still viable. Those mainly involved the robot slowing down or stopping as a human associate collected completed parts from the workcell. As sensing and algorithmic capabilities of collaborative arms improve, companies hope to expand the use cases of these arms beyond how they are currently used.
Compliant arms utilize integrated torque sensors for improved interaction capabilities and can be used both for passive safety, detecting humans on collision, and for complex tasks.

Recent developments involved companies using these devices to perform complex tasks that require manipulation of loose-fitting parts. They have additionally been used as part of new, collaborative systems that, by design, enable safer close-proximity human-robot work. Although they are being used for some new tasks and for improved safety, reports on the use and uptake of compliant arms were mixed. The technology can overcome some limitations related to sensitive manipulations, but there are still some out-of-reach tasks. However, there seems to be agreement that they can be a valuable technology, but more development is needed for their full potential to be realized.

Robotic gripping in which robots can hold or pick up or manipulate objects is still far behind human gripping capabilities. A large robotic manufacturer we interviewed described physical gripping hardware as an enormous challenge. Advancements in the technology, and toward improving flexibility of the hardware, cited by companies and research institutions, provided some hope that the technology may benefit from emerging innovations such as deep learning or more robust sensing systems that can improve gripping performance. One large, multinational manufacturer of industrial electronics products has additionally used cheap additive manufacturing (AM) technologies to quickly and cheaply tailor grippers to parts.

Sensing and perception, data handling, and predictive maintenance are among the technologies whose potential and application are closely tied. Sensing, perception, and data handling, in particular, work together to improve both the robot’s perception of the physical environment, other robots and
human workers, as well as production processes. Advancement in one area, such as the usefulness of outfitting robots with sensors, is dependent on a strong data infrastructure for handling data for overall production to be significantly improved.

While sensing has, for instance, improved the capabilities of autonomous guided vehicles (AGVs) on factory floors through advanced perception algorithms, it has proved insufficient in other contexts, especially in terms of robustness, such as in contexts with large, high-speed industrial robots that need fast perception capabilities to ensure safety, according to an applied research institution focused on machine tools and automation.

Meanwhile, one primary use of the data that is currently collected by the companies we interviewed was predictive maintenance—the process of incorporating real-time data about a tool’s condition for the purpose of scheduling maintenance procedures, consequently saving money and ensuring smooth performance. But companies want to generate more value from all the raw, big data that they collect. In other words, the amount of data harvested is huge, but the solutions that can utilize this data are few. A large robotic manufacturer referred to this problem as getting “smart data from big data.”

While generating value in the form of usable information from raw data is difficult, information is the foundation of smart factories and is one of the key enablers of many emerging integrative technologies that depend primarily on interpreting and utilizing this data.

**Improved programming and communication interfaces** can enable humans with little programming experience to control robots to perform a variety of tasks, while communication interfaces enable robots to communicate with other hardware and software.

Beginning about a decade ago, robots that were marketed as being easy to program drew companies’ attention to collaborative robotics. A decade later, for the majority of companies that we interviewed, the focus on ease of programming hasn’t changed; adoption of collaborative robots is still accompanied with an increased focus on development and design of interfaces; the readiness to use these robots is tied to the ease of programming, prototyping, flexibility, and speed of integration.

While reports varied across companies of just how easy it is to program some collaborative robots, smaller companies, such as a startup we visited, grappled with the challenge by coming up with their own development solutions. For instance, they created platforms that enabled users to code using traditional languages such as Java and C++ or graphical programming languages that they developed in-house, making robot programming accessible to a broader range of practitioners. One of the enterprises we interviewed, a medium-sized company that manufactures small- to medium-payload industrial robots, explained that robots produced by different companies possess their own programming languages and communication protocols, with 17 to 20 different languages currently in use, most of which are proprietary. A large automotive manufacturer that produces a variety of luxury consumer vehicles said that the Robot Operating System (ROS) has emerged as one possible standard
programming framework for industry. As with other technologies, the need for standardization in communication interfaces was highlighted here, too.

**Autonomous guided vehicles (AGVs)** are mobile service robots that are equipped with sensors and are able to navigate factory floors, on wheels, to move material and that can travel under their own control.\textsuperscript{2-13} Out of nine companies we interviewed, seven have been incorporating AGVs in some capacity or another, whether for production or demo services, or have plans for integrating them in the immediate future. While they are capable robots, powered by location-based and mapping algorithms, they are another form of technology hampered by the lack of standards. For instance, this lack stands in the way of employing intelligent fleet management, a form of management of manufacturing operations and production flows that is primarily dependent on connectivity, network services, and a layered data architecture that juggles storage and real-time data to predict factory floor logistics and to optimize scheduling of AGVs.\textsuperscript{14} However, standards are emerging in other industries, such as the automotive industry, as one of the large manufacturers we interviewed pointed out, where a high demand exists for such systems.

**Industrial Internet of Things (IoT),** perhaps the quintessential requisite for full cloud-based technology integration, has not yet been fully adopted by companies and remains in a “pre-development stage.” It is muddled by issues of privacy, questions over data ownership and autonomy, as well as security concerns. “People aren’t ready to open their factory up to the internet or cloud,” according to a medium-sized manufacturer of small- to medium-payload industrial robots. Since the realization of IoT relies on collection and transfer of data, a large robotics company also cited concerns about political problems in transferring information across national borders, as well as whether computation should be centralized in local computers or moved entirely to the cloud.

IoT is perhaps another example of how lack of standards coupled with limitation in data infrastructure can throttle complete integration of promising new technologies and dis-incentivize investment in them. Without a clear idea of what potential both IoT integration and data management in automation carry, and what the full benefits for the companies are (and whether these benefits justify the cost of investment), companies will understandably remain hesitant to throw money at the infrastructures that comprise IoT systems.

**Simulation** of robots or how they function within a value stream can save a manufacturer time and money, as it informs decisions about the best type of robot needed for a company’s requirements in line with the robot’s capacity. It can help pre-determine the viability of integration of certain robots into existing production lines; it allows a company to calculate the Economic Value Added (EVA) for different manufacturing setups, the cost of robotic solutions over the robots’ entire lifetime; and it can also help users to study human-machine interfaces and to inform human-centered design processes. It has become an essential part of automation, at both the manufacturing plant and individual workcell level, so much so that one company described simulation as “our way of life,” while a multinational consumer-oriented company described automation and simulation as “two sides of the same coin,”
adding that it may be too risky to automate in many cases without simulating their automation solutions first. One large manufacturer said it now possesses a 3D model of its entire manufacturing line.

Simulation, however, has been enhanced with innovations such as digital twins, which help companies create complete 3D environments—a facsimile of realistic factory conditions, and augmented and virtual-reality systems, which we discuss below. Simulations of robotic arm motion in isolation are different from that in a real-world, dynamic setting, where incidents like collisions, for instance, have to be accounted for. Therefore, enhanced simulation technologies, such as digital twins that can account for dynamic environmental factors, are of value. Companies have reportedly used digital twins, digital replicas of their factory environments, including systems, equipment, processes, etc., to validate line performance, simulate tool behaviors, and allow users to map components in their production lines and interactions between them. A large, multinational manufacturer of consumer products, including power tools, reported using digital twins as an “enabling” technology that can support flexible automation by reducing integration times from multiple weeks to a few days and enable companies to quickly assess multiple possible integrated solutions.

Companies also expressed interest in virtual reality (VR), which can create immersive or semi-immersive 3D environments that mimic real-life conditions and incorporate real-world physics. Augmented reality (AR), a form of human-machine interaction that overlays computer-generated information onto a real-world environment, was also of interest to companies, albeit in a lesser capacity than VR. The challenge remains in developing higher-fidelity simulations, integrating multiple levels of abstraction, and improving computation so that the simulations can anticipate the challenges in complex environments and the effects of integration on the robot itself, and ultimately lead to better predictive maintenance. So far, certain environmental factors are not perfectly modeled, and the VR systems and simulations that we observed were only used in a preliminary capacity.

Figure 4. Digital twins, facsimiles of industrial assets, allow physical components to be represented in a digital environment. This is valuable as it can aid in simulation and in integration.

Source: https://www.reliableplant.com/Read/31897/digital-twins-ai
Cloud systems and computing resources over the internet are plagued by privacy and intellectual property concerns, and a lack of standardization for protocols to handle communications. IoT and cloud connectivity are pillars of Industry 4.0. The large companies interviewed said they had to develop their own cloud platforms to be able to integrate all of their various technologies with them, often developing workaround solutions to cater to old hardware, while smaller companies relied on systems developed by larger ones, since they did not have the in-house expertise to develop their own platforms. Some manufacturers have reported using legacy systems that are either difficult to migrate to the cloud or cannot be connected at all. Reliability of communication through cloud systems also remains an issue.

Figure 5. An example of how IoT and cloud systems can be used to connect the components of and fully coordinate a production cell.

Production control is a major vision of Industry 4.0 that involves cloud computing connecting factories in order to fully coordinate production. While it does not exist yet, as systems within factories are often disconnected with no easy path for integration into a unified framework (the “island problem”), this capacity would allow control and optimization of entire production lines across various infrastructures. It is seen by many companies as a current and future goal, the realization of which will remain dependent on enhanced data infrastructures, better data handling, and major improvements in cloud systems that would be in charge of “automating automation,” as one company has put it.

Reflection: Summary of Challenges and Conclusion

We observed the following technical and design challenges that impact the ability of manufacturers to incorporate new collaborative and interactive technologies into their manufacturing processes. These
considerations apply to manufacturers broadly, but they can be prohibitive for SMEs wishing to introduce new technologies.

- The absence of standardization in many aspects of robotics made it difficult for some companies to exploit the full potential of promising technologies or to incorporate new types of robots into manufacturing lines. Some companies developed home-grown systems and capabilities over the years that they would prefer to continue to use. Others, often smaller companies, are designing manufacturing lines or purchasing new technologies from the ground up. Each type of robot might require knowledge of different programming languages, interfaces, or communication protocols for use. Standardization should cover all of these considerations, besides safety standards and hardware. “Standardization is not as easy as one thinks,” a large robotics company remarked in our interviews. “There are many experts to listen to. It must go hand-in-hand with which technologies are capable of what things and an understanding of the processes they’re part of.”

- The fact that current robotics technologies cannot always be quickly repurposed limited the potential use cases of robots as well as experienced line workers’ ability to leverage their deep domain knowledge to improve manufacturing processes through direct repurposing of the robots. Flexibility was also considered important for increasing the applicability of robotics to different levels of production, including high-mix and low-volume production; faster integration and reintegration times; re-configurable workcells and manufacturing lines; reducing the factory footprint by allowing manufacturing of multiple products along a single line; and enabling the reusability of robots.

While interconnectivity of technologies is considered essential for full IoT integration, security and privacy concerns over connecting factories to the cloud still exist, as well as issues related to reliability of communication through cloud computing systems, and how to organize and store data. To our knowledge, IoT and cloud systems are currently limited to information exchange between robots, and have not yet been extended to production optimization, or for achieving monitoring and centralized control, which several companies cite as a current or future goal of automation.

- Extreme robustness, faster integration, and removal of technological bottlenecks related to sensing, perception, and gripping are critical to encouraging investment in and the mass adoption of automation.

- As more manufacturing tools, workcells, and products carry sensing tools, large amounts of raw data are continuously collected. Many companies, however, find it difficult to extract usable information from this data, save for maintenance purposes. (We discuss this further in the next section.)

- Vision technologies, while promising for ensuring the safety of robots and reducing quality check costs, are still a long way from being optimal. The same challenges that apply to data and robustness of systems apply here. Our research shows that vision systems and corresponding
algorithms often performed well in research settings or other well-controlled settings, but they broke down, in different ways, in actual factories. Without rock-solid reliability, recent advancements in algorithms (such as deep learning-based architectures) are not robust enough to be used.

- Lightweight robots are inherently safer, by virtue of their reduced payload. In the event of a safety system failure, their “fail-safe” human safety implications are comparatively better than heftier industrial robots, which can be powerful enough to crush or seriously injure a human worker. But uptake remains limited in some environments, as large companies favor speed over integration with humans, especially since lightweight robots are not optimal for certain tasks. A balance among safety, speed, and versatility would encourage investment in lightweight robots.

- While autonomous guided vehicles (AGVs) are perceived by some to be beneficial for logistics applications, their integration within a factory can be hampered by an unclear value proposition. The introduction of more robust and more reliable sensing systems, as well as the integration of IoT and cloud computing, can help companies expand the infrastructure of AGVs to introduce smart fleet management and enhance production flow.

- Finally, better data infrastructures could help companies make “smart data from big data,” as a large multinational put it. As it stands, companies are resistant to investing in these infrastructures, as a clear benefit does not currently exist.

The Path Ahead: Research Directions, Solutions, and Recommendations

Based on our study of how these companies have experimented with and integrated these technologies, we can recommend improvements in the following eight domains:

1. Perception: These technologies pose a key limitation, both in the robustness of existing systems and in their use in downstream subsystems (such as grasping). We believe that researchers should focus their efforts on improving the robustness of perception capabilities in factory environments, particularly in migrating recent advances (such as in methods involving deep learning) to be more effective on the factory floor. Such migrations require methods to scale appropriately, as vast amounts of data are unlikely to be available in such domains, and to ensure robustness to environmental variations (such as changes in lighting). Regarding digital twins, improvements in perception could refine large-scale representations of digital environments, allowing for more accurate emulation of factory workcells, and highlighting anomalous or suboptimal operations.

2. Intelligent gripping: Pick and place is an essential robotics task. However, maneuvering objects in less constrained factory environments or allowing variations in the size and pose of a part, require a high degree of robotic intelligence. Fully automated generalized bin-picking systems are an immediate area of focus for many companies and a partially solved problem. For the
system to work efficiently, robot vision and sensory perception need to be advanced enough for robots to process objects from a pile of randomly distributed or scattered objects and pick them up. Research into dexterous in-hand manipulation, and improving technologies for tactile sensing and bin picking, including gripper design and grasp planning, in the context of a factory environment is an important research direction, as these technologies are critical to more flexible operations. Along with perception challenges, gripping remains one of the most limiting factors of automation in factories today.

3. Safe, collaborative robots: There are several areas of improvement here, including integration of human behavior prediction into robot path planning, for better safety and collaboration; improved tracking in dynamic workspaces; as well as demonstrating, through viable working models, the advantages of collaborative workcells and robot assistance to human-led operations. Again, making sure that the entire robotic system, including the tasks that the human performs, is safe to work with should be a priority.

4. Autonomous guided vehicles: An AGV can use a navigation technique called SLAM, simultaneous localization and mapping, in lieu of traditional navigation techniques to localize itself within a space. However, at the moment, the application of the technology in industry is still emerging. While SLAM provides robust or versatile data association, which is the act of associating detected features or landmarks (like a wall or other obstacles) with previous measurement, it is still hard to quantify how SLAM can improve logistical operation. Standards for fleet management are still emerging and are necessary in order to fully realize the benefits of AGVs for logistics. In addition, current SLAM capabilities need to be enhanced for the technology to be sufficient for mobile manipulation (i.e., if a robot is mounted on the vehicle).

5. Interfaces and programming: Programming robots is a difficult and expensive task, requiring time investment and special expertise. Research into human-robot interaction and methods to simplify the teaching or programming of robots, such as programming by demonstration and other methods not conditional on previous or significant programming expertise, are extremely valuable, especially those that allow the robot to generalize its behavior. These can ease skill requirements and, in turn, lower integration costs, resulting in wider use and application of robotics. A viable research direction worth considering is one that enables users to use semantic descriptions of work processes, workpieces, and workcells along with a graphical programming interface to program the robot.

6. Simulation: More work needs to be done to enhance digital simulation techniques, such as digital twins, to include, for instance, more detailed and fine-grained simulations of workcells or manufacturing lines. While VR and AR systems are promising avenues of research, factories could more immediately benefit from more high-fidelity models that typically yield better prototypes, which will be particularly useful as companies implement systems in the real world.
based on these simulations and without requiring operational robots to be programmed ahead of implementation.

7. Worker-centered design: To back up anecdotal and experiential evidence, more research is needed into how design and integration processes are affected by contributions of workers, and how this affects performance and overall production cycles. In the long run, this can create a working framework for governing and evaluating human-machine interactions in industrial settings.

8. Cloud systems: Cloud systems promise to connect and control operations on the factory floor through the use of sensor data. However, so far, this vision has not been realized. Wide-scale sensor integration incurs heavy costs and a possible overhaul of company infrastructure. At this point, many companies say that it is difficult to make sense of the data that they collect from factory operations, and that they do not know how to extract and extrapolate useful information from it. Work toward how to extract meaningful information from data is therefore a valuable next step.
Endnotes
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